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Duck For President A Click Clack Book
Eggs, eggs, eggs—In this ebook, everyone wants eggs! But do they want the same kinds of eggs? NO! Some prefer
scrambled, some like fried, and some even want them raw. The only thing the hungry customers at this bustling diner
seem to have in common is a desire for “TWO EGGS, PLEASE!” At the heart of this clever look at similarities and
differences by acclaimed author Sarah Weeks and Caldecott Honor–winning illustrator Betsy Lewin is an age-old truth:
It’s what’s inside that counts.
The Chicken Squad is back for their fourth (mis)adventure, and this time they’re facing their darkest mystery yet:
shadows! A “lip-bitingly funny” (School Library Journal) chapter book from the bestselling author of Click, Clack, Moo
and Cyclone. There’s a big, SHADOWY mystery lurking about on what was supposed to be a nice chicken-family
vacation to a farm. Sugar is certain that she is being watched, and when Poppy’s beloved shoe (the shoe that keeps her
safe and snug) goes missing, Sugar is sure that this shadow is the culprit. But how does the Chicken Squad tackle a
shadow? And do it without ruining the family reunion…which includes meeting eighty-five cousins whose names all begin
with the letter B, a lesson on figuring out perimeters (no, Sugar, the perimeter of a car is not one mile), and deciding how
many bags of jelly beans one should pack for a road trip?
The Chicken Squad is back for their sixth (mis)adventure, and this time there’s a headless bear on the loose and the
Chicken Squad’s beloved Barbara has gone missing! A “lip-bitingly funny” (School Library Journal) chapter book from
the bestselling author of Click, Clack, Moo and Cyclone. It’s fall in the backyard, and though the weather is cooling down,
the crime solving business is still hot. When the Chicken Squad’s neighbor Anna McClanahanahan comes looking for
her missing hamster one morning, it’s an easy case to solve (Ziggy always takes a stroll from 6:30 to 7:15 a.m.). The
Chicken Squad is now ready to settle in for a relaxing day of knitting—that is, until Ziggy points out that Barbara, the
Chicken Squad’s caretaker—the one who FEEDS THEM!!—is missing! And not only that, but there have been sightings of
a headless bear in the neighborhood! Will the Chicken Squad be able to save their beloved Barbara and get some
breakfast? Or will this case be too much to bear?
The animals in Farmer Brown's barnyard go on strike when he won't give in to their demands, change his instructions
when he goes on vacation, and prepare for a talent show while he sleeps.
While Farmer Brown sleeps, his animals prepare for a talent show at the county fair.
Little Duck wants to look good for his birthday party so he observes how his barnyard buddies clean up, but what works
for the other animals does not work for Little Duck, and he ends up messier than before.
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As we all know, Duck can accomplish anything he sets his mind to. Why, he's already won a Caldecott Honor, been a
New York Times best seller, sold more than a million copies of his books, run for president, and taught thousands of
children the ABCs! Come along as Duck and friends teach their very youngest readers how to count right past Farmer
Brown. Click, clack, splish, splash! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a
division of ABDO.
New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin’s beloved story about a noisy duckling is now available
as a Level 2 Ready-to-Read! There’s more trouble on the farm, but Duck has nothing to do with it, for once. This time the
trouble is a four-ounce puff of fluff who just won’t go to sleep, and whose play-with-me “peeps” are keeping the whole
barnyard awake with him. Peep! Peep! Peep! How do you get a baby duck to hit the hay? Poor Farmer Brown will find
out—and Duck might just find himself in trouble after all…
The Chicken Squad uncovers mysterious remains while digging a meteor/storm shelter, and they stop work to investigate
just as a big storm is approaching.
In Beyond Leveled Books, Second Edition the authors provide even more resources to help teachers understand and meet the
needs of transitional readers. The key topic of series books has been revised and enlarged, with charts outlining new series along
with the challenges they pose and the supports readers need. New lessons have been added, and most chapters now include a
related article from a literacy expert. Some of the contributors include Kathy Collins, Larry Swartz, and Mary Lee Hahn.
Teachers use Word Ladders to teach and reinforce letter patterns and rhyming, through writing and repetition. This document
contains 53 word ladders, as well as word riddles and questions for each word ladder to help strengthen vocabulary development.
The riddles and questions encourage children to think about the meaning of the words, as they use them in learning to read. The
word ladders will help children eliminate phonetic frustration, and help build their phonics skills, spelling confidence and self
esteem. Mrs. Karle's Sight and Sound Reading Program(tm) offers FREE resources to help teach, strengthen and reinforce
reading skills. Mrs. Karle's Sight and Sound Reading Program(tm) creatively teaches the 250 basic sight words -the words found in
80% of what children read - along with teaching and reinforcing of PHONICS, spelling, punctuation and comprehension. Visit:
http://www.sightandsoundreading.com
Three kids get caught up in an adventure of historic proportions! Anna, José, and Henry are complete strangers with more in
common than they realize. Snowed in together at a chaotic Washington D.C. airport, they encounter a mysterious tattooed man, a
flamboyant politician, and a rambunctious poodle named for an ancient king. Even stranger, news stations everywhere have
announced that the famous flag that inspired "The Star-Spangled Banner" has been stolen! Anna, certain that the culprits must be
snowed in too, recruits Henry and José to help catch the thieves and bring them to justice. But when accusations start flying, they
soon realize there's more than justice at stake. As the snow starts clearing, Anna, José, and Henry find themselves in a race
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against time (and the weather!) to prevent the loss of an American treasure.
BECAUSE EVERY KID LOVES TO LAUGH! The #1 kids' bestseller! Shortlisted in kids' choice awards around the country! Every
kid wants to laugh, but Max is the boy who can make it happen. He's the class clown, the punch line and he's even volunteered his
bottom to be the butt of the joke. Max is the funny kid ... and he's running for class president. Poop scandals, stalker ducks,
surprise debates, psycho sports teachers, tell-all interviews and the great library vomit-a-geddon are just some of the things in
store for Max and his friends at Redhill Middle School this election season. For fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates and
WeirDo, FUNNY KID is the hilarious new series from bestselling children's author Matt Stanton. Praise for FUNNY KID: 'a fastpaced read with an engaging protagonist. From page one, we are immediately thrown into Max Walburt's world ... Humour is
injected into every page, making the story a great magnet for younger readers, including those who struggle to read
independently.' CBCA READING TIME 'If you're a fan of the Wimpy Kid series this book is right up your street' MANIA MAGAZINE
'Funny Kid for President is absolutely hilarious. Like many humorous books aimed at primary to middle school students, the jokes
fly thick and fast. But don't be fooled into thinking this book is about cheap laughs. Stanton has layered Funny Kid with
sophisticated humour and running jokes. It makes for an exceptionally enjoyable and easy read.' TIM HARRIS, author of
EXPLODING ENDINGS 'a funny junior novel, filled with comical close-ups of Max's emotional outbursts and plenty of gross
situations' READPLUS 'Funny Kid for President is a great read for fans of Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates and Big Nate. Highly
recommended for ages 8+.' READINGS KIDS BOOKSHOP 'Easy to read with a variety of large fonts and splendidly perceptive
black and white illustrations. This series is destined for legendary status.' BOB'S BOOKS BLOG 'I loved it and laughed myself silly
from start to finish' BOOK BONDING BOOKSHOP
Tippy Toes is a tricky cat—sneaking, hiding, creeping, slinking. Over here. Over there. His house is the perfect place to tiptoe the
day away, lurking behind unsuspecting birds and mice, crouching behind garden posies, and surprising a little boy with his unusual
hiding spots. Die-cut pages let readers discover where Tippy Toe goes as his day unfolds, and end up revealing the most
satisfying hiding place of all—a warm cozy bed! Told with simple rhymes and mischievous illustrations by award-winning creator
Betsy Lewin, this is a book to curl up with and enjoy—preferably in a nice sunny spot.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Doreen Cronin and Caldecott Medal–winning illustrator David Small comes a picture
book about how an extraordinary “ordinary” girl can save a kingdom with the help of a mud fairy. A glass kingdom is no place for a
Mud Fairy. Bloom and her mud fairy magic might be able to turn weeds into flowers and spin sand into glass, but the people of the
kingdom ceaselessly complain about the trails of dirt and puddles of mud that seem to follow her every step, and finally they cast
her out. But when the glass castle begins to crack, then cracks some more, the King and Queen in a panic search for the longbanished fairy, but they can’t find Bloom anywhere. Desperate to save their home, they send their meekest, most ordinary
subject, a girl named Genevievewhose sole task until now has been to polish the Queen’s crystal sugar spoon—to coax any worthy
fairy to come and save the kingdom. Genevieve finds Bloom exactly where the king and queen failed to see her, and Bloom knows
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exactly how to save the kingdom. But it will take the two girls working together, along with a mighty dollop of self-confidence—and
some very messy hands—to accomplish the extraordinary.
Drawing on stories from successful programs and research, this book shows librarians how to provide students with the practical
information they need for a bright future. Chapters cover career readiness, financial literacy, and civic responsibility at each grade
level. • Addresses the problem of gaps in most school curriculums • Defines the school librarian's leadership role in addressing
this problem • Gives concrete examples, tools, and lessons for use in schools K–12 • Defines the school librarian's role in
collaboratively addressing readiness for the real world after high school
They can stand in line (sort of), use indoor voices (perhaps), and are capable of sharing (rumor has it), so the Click Clack critters
are ready for school…but is school ready for them? A charming addition to the award-winning Click, Clack series from the New
York Times bestselling and Caldecott winning team who brought you Click, Clack, Moo and Click, Clack, Surprise! Farmer Brown
has been invited to be a guest at the elementary school’s Farm Day! The animals excitedly practice their best classroom behavior:
standing quietly in line, using their inside voices, and learning how to share. But then they find out that farm animals aren’t actually
allowed in school (who knew they were considered a health code violation?!). Rules are rules, so Farmer Brown goes to school
solo—or so he thinks…for while our favorite barnyard bunch don’t get high marks in rules, they do excel in disguise.
While Farmer Brown sleeps, some of the animals who live on the farm go on a fishing expedition, in a text that provides examples
of counting from one to ten. On board pages.

All of the barnyard animals are excited about the arrival of a new duckling, until the noisy little one refuses to go to sleep.
Duck for Presidentwith audio recordingSimon and Schuster
When Farmer Brown goes on vacation, leaving his brother Bob in charge, Duck makes trouble by changing all his
instructions to notes the animals like much better.
From Caldecott Honor–winning and New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin comes an all-new,
laugh-out-loud original Level 2 Ready-to-Read about the farm friends staying cool in the pool! On a hot summer day,
Farmer Brown and the animals have a pool party! One by one, everyone gets cool in the pool. Splash! Splash! Splash!
Everyone except the cows, that is. The cows don’t like to be splashed. The cows don’t like noise. The cows don’t like a
crowded pool. Will everyone have fun in the sun?
From the New York Times bestselling creators of Click, Clack, Moo, comes an entertaning introduction to politics. My
fellow Americans: It is our pleasure, our honor, our duty as citizens to present to you Duck for President. Here is a duck
who began in a humble pond. Who worked his way to farmer. To governor. And now, perhaps, to the highest office in the
land. Some say, if he walks like a duck and talks like a duck, he is a duck. We say, if he walks like a duck and talks like a
duck, he will be the next president of the United States of America. Thank you for your vote.
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When the squirrel Tail comes barreling into the chicken coop ranting about a round, shiny, green, big, scary thing in the
yard, Dirt, Sweetie, Poppy, and Sugar investigate this strange object.
Click, Clack, Quackity-Quack is now available as a board book that includes a typewriter keyboard soundpad. While
reading the book, kids can press the appropriate letters to discover various sounds as Farmer Brown's mischievous
tenants lead them through the alphabet. From "ducks dashing" to "watermelons waiting," this interactive take on a bestselling classic is both educational and entertaining. This board book sits on an extended backer with a keyboard
soundpad which includes 7 different sounds and an on/off switch. Safe for all ages.
The quirky, hilarious farmyard tale that started it all from New York Times bestselling duo of Doreen Cronin and Betsy
Lewin! Now the inspiration for a new Christmas special, CLICK, CLACK, MOO: Christmas on the Farm. Farmer Brown
has a problem. His cows like to type. All day long he hears “ Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. Click, clack, moo. ” But
Farmer Brown’s problems get bigger when his cows start leaving him notes! Listen in on the fun as a bunch of literate
cows turn Farmer Brown’s farm upside down!
New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin’s beloved Halloween story is now available as a
Classic Board Book! Farmer Brown does not like Halloween. So he draws the shades, puts on his footy pajamas, and
climbs into bed. But do you think the barnyard animals have any respect for a man in footy pajamas? No, they do not. For
them, the Halloween party has just begun. And we all know these critters far prefer tricks over treats. There are big
surprises in store for Farmer Brown!
In this eBook with audio, the New York Times bestselling creators of Click, Clack, Moo cordially invite you to the county fair, where
the talent is truly wild. Duck and his friends are at it again. But this time they’re pooling their considerable resources to win a local
talent show, because the first prize is a...trampoline! The cows want to sing. The sheep want to sing. The pigs want to dance. And
Duck? Duck just wants to win that trampoline. But first he’ll have to handle Farmer Brown!
From Caldecott Honor–winning and New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin comes an all-new, laugh-outloud original Level 2 Ready-to-Read about Duck not wanting to join in on camping fun! Farmer Brown wants to go camping. He
packs up the animals. He packs up his brother, Bob. The chickens want to hike. The cows want to fish. The pigs want to picnic.
And Duck? Duck just wants to stay in the truck. How will Farmer Brown bring everyone together?
The Danes are the happiest people in the world, and pay the highest taxes. 'Neutral' Sweden is one of the biggest arms
manufacturers in the world. Finns have the largest per capita gun ownership after the US and Yemen. 54 per cent of Icelanders
believe in elves. Norway is the richest country on earth. 5 per cent of Danish men have had sex with an animal. Michael Booth has
lived among the Scandinavians, on and off, for over ten years, perplexed by their many strange paradoxes and character traits and
equally bemused by the unquestioning enthusiasm for all things Nordic and hygge that has engulfed the rest of the world. He
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leaves his adopted home of Denmark and embarks on a journey through all five of the Nordic countries to discover who these
curious tribes are, the secrets of their success and, most intriguing of all, what they think of each other. Along the way a more
nuanced, often darker picture emerges of a region plagued by taboos, characterised by suffocating parochialism and populated by
extremists of various shades. 'The next Bill Bryson.’ New York Times Winner of the Best Narrative Travel Book Award from the
British Guild of Travel Writers
A fresh, fun, and "thought-provoking" New York Times bestseller about the American electoral college and why every vote counts
from bestselling and award-winning duo Kelly DiPucchio and LeUyen Pham. "Where are the girls?" When Grace's teacher reveals
that the United States has never had a female president, Grace decides she wants to be the nation's first and immediately
jumpstarts her political career by running in her school's mock election! The race is tougher than she expected: her popular
opponent declares that he's the "best man for the job" and seems to have captured the votes of all of the class's boys. But Grace
is more determined than ever. Even if she can't be the best man for the job, she can certainly try to be the best person! This timely
story not only gives readers a fun introduction to the American electoral system but also teaches the value of hard work, courage,
independent thought -- and offers an inspiring example of how to choose our leaders.
Several children imagine what it would be like to run for U.S. president, thinking about the fun parts, such as appearing on T-shirts
and bumper stickers, and the work, including studying the nation's problems and debating issues.
As Farmer Brown prepares the house for Christmas, Duck tries to play Santa--but he gets stuck in the chimney, along with all the
other animals who try to help.
While lobbying for a year-long open season on rabbits, Daffy Duck discovers how the constitutional system of checks and
balances protects democracy in the United States.
Blaming herself when the cousin she dragged onto a roller coaster falls into a coma, Nora struggles with unendurable guilt and
tries to help when her cousin awakens with challenging disabilities.
A second-grader writes a television station with reasons why his teacher would make a good president, but only if she can
continue teaching till the end of the year.
An exploration of Wanda Gág's childhood in rural Minnesota, where, from an early age, her artistic talents flourished.
Step right up for this farmyard festive tale from New York Times bestselling duo Doreen Cronin and Betsy Lewin, now available as
an eBook with audio! It’s time for the annual Corn Maze Festival. The farm is bursting with activity. Cluck. Whack! The chickens
build a fence around the cornfield. Moo. Thwack! The cows give the barn a fresh coat of paint. Thump. Quack! Duck builds the
ticket booth for the hot-air balloon ride. Everyone is excited. Well, Duck is not excited, exactly. But he has a plan. As Farmer
Brown designs the corn maze for the festival, Duck does some designing of his own. Guess who’s in for a big surprise?
The fluffy, fearless Chicken Squad detectives are determined to find out who the new addition is in their yard, so, equipped with
the latest surveillance gear, the chicks venture into the wild to get answers.
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Can you stretch to the ceiling? Can you stretch to the floor? You can stretch with a whisper, you can stretch with a roar! Doreen
Cronin and Scott Menchin give new meaning to the yoga pose downward facing dog as publishing’s most energetic pooch
explores the many, many ways a kid can get limber. More than simple toe touching, this pup stretches to ride a breeze, grab a
snack from a tree, catch a wave. His bubble gum even gets in on the stretching action. POP! And he reminds us not to forget that
we also need to stretch our imaginations (recognize that statue, anyone?). This interactive, energetic rhyming text will also help
parents stretch out reading time with their youngsters.
When the glass kingdom begins cracking, the king and queen fail in their quest to get help from the fairy Bloom, who can work
great magic but was banished because of her muddy boots and messiness, so they send Genevieve, an ordinary girl who will do
what it takes to save the day.
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